
Brand spend on TikTok could double
The race to roll out a compelling and effective TikTok strategy is fully on. We 

predict on average, brands who spent money on TikTok in 2021 will at least 

double their budgets, and thousands of brands will send their first checks to 

TikTok creators in 2022. 
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Prices to continue an upward trend  
Worldwide spend on sponsored content grew 366% in the past 5 years. Much 

of this increase came from simple market economics: an increase in demand 

and relative scarcity drives up prices. This trend will continue as demand 

looks to have another big up year in 2022. 
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Predictions for Influencer 
Marketing in 2022

Social commerce will help define ROI
One of the biggest shifts in this industry over the next 3 years will be the 

explosion of social commerce. As Instagram and TikTok make it easier and 

easier for influencers to sell directly to their audiences, we will see a more 

direct link to what influencers are posting and what is selling, which will only 

work to push budgets into this space further.
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Brand safety guidelines to change
“Brand Safety” has been a big topic of discussion over the last few years. We 

support and are part of the push for brands and influencers to make sure they 

are morally and ethically aligned before working together. However, outdated 

brand models still exist on what “brand safety” encompasses that need 

updating. 
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Metrics for success outside engagement
The north star performance metric for many influencer campaigns has been 

average engagement for years. But as the platforms mature, we need new 

metrics to determine success. Marketers will dig into deeper platform 

metrics, use KPIs that reflect their campaign goals, and let go of their 

dependence on average engagement as a marker of success. 

8 Increased focus on shareable content
TikTok and IG users grow every day. That makes the algorithms work harder 

and harder to deliver users content they are most likely to engage with, 

making engagement and reach harder to predict. One way to ensure your 

posts are seen by the most people possible is to create easily shareable 

content. We see branded content moving toward optimizing for sharability 

over follower engagement.

Influencers to set clearer boundaries
The pandemic has millions of people rethinking their professional lives and 

making changes, which is no different in the influencer space. We have seen 

more established influencers taking breaks or quitting the game altogether. 

We think it’s a preview of a larger trend wherein influencers prioritize their 

mental health and set clearer boundaries with their audience and brand 

partners. 
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Influencers will work to hold attention
As platforms become more competitive, influencers are going to greater 

lengths to capture and hold their audiences' attention. We always tell 

creators to center their content on their audience and try and create in 

service of that audience. Still, I worry that focusing on virality and clout 

chasing will create an environment where the audience is abandoned and we 

“jump the shark.” 
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Hello. We're Fohr, 
an ambassador marketing company

Fohr was the first influencer marketing platform in the world. We’ve been connecting top brands 

with the right creators since 2013. We run best-in-class campaigns for some of the biggest brands 

in the world. We combine technology and analytics to create tools for brands and influencers. In 

2022, Fohr, a company that defined an industry, is rewriting the rules yet again. Ambassador 

marketing gives a way for brands to work with creators with a genuine love for their brand to tell 

the optimal brand story. Ambassador marketing is the future, and Fohr is leading the charge.

Learn more at fohr.co

https://fohr.co

